# OR6.0 THE PROBR REVOLUTION

## OMEGA 1

OR6.0 PROBR BACKGROUND

**OR6.01 SPECIAL PROBR SHIP RULES**

- OR6.011 NOT MODULAR
- OR6.012 LOSS OF MANEUVERABILITY
  - OR6.0121 REGAINING MANEUVERABILITY
  - OR6.0122 PROBR EFFECT ON NIMBLE SHIPS

- OR6.013 WING JETTISON
  - OR6.0131 JETTISONED WING SELF-DESTRUCTION
  - OR6.0132 CONTROL SPACE REQUIREMENT
  - OR6.0133 EFFECTS ON THE PRIMARY HULL
  - OR6.0134 MINE STORAGE AND EFFECT ON CREW
  - OR6.0135 WING JETTISON ON DockED SHIPS
  - OR6.0136 LOSS OF MANEUVERABILITY
  - OR6.0137 WING JETTISON GENERAL NOTES

- OR6.02 PROBR TECHNOLOGY
- OR6.03 PROBR DESIGN NOTES

## OMEGA 2

**OR6.0 PROBR REVOLUTION SHIPS**

- OR6.2 PROBR STEEL HEAVY CRUISER (CA)
- OR6.3 PROBR BRONZE DESTROYER (DD)
- OR6.4 PROBR BRASS FRIGATE (FF)
- OR6.5 PROBR COPPER SCOUT (SC)

## OMEGA 5

**OR6.0 PROBR REVOLUTION SHIPS**

- OR6.6 PROBR ACCENTUATION HEAVY CRUISER (CAA)
- OR6.7 PROBR DREADNOUGHT (DN)
- OR6.8 PROBR MEDIUM CRUISER (CM)
- OR6.9 PROBR STRIKE CARRIER (CVS)
- OR6.10 PROBR CARRIER ESCORT (CVE)
- OR6.11 PROBR ESCORT FRIGATE (FFE)
- OR6.12 PROBR ACCENTUATION ESCORT FRIGATE (FA)

## OMEGA 2

- OR6.13 PROBR SPACE CONTROL SHIP (SCS)
- OR6.14 PROBR ESCORT DESTROYER (DDE)
- OR6.15 PROBR FAST PATROL SHIP TENDER (PFT)

## OMEGA 5

**OR6.0 PROBR REVOLUTION BASES**

- OR6.1 PROBR LOGISTICS BASE (LB)

## OMEGA 2

- OR6.0 PROBR REVOLUTION BASES

**OR6.2 PROBR SMALL FIGHTER GROUND BASE (FGB-S)**

- OR6.3 PROBR MEDIUM FIGHTER GROUND BASE (FGB-M)
- OR6.4 PROBR SMALL PF GROUND BASE (GPF)
- OR6.5 PROBR PLANETARY CONTROL BASE (GPC)

## OMEGA 2

**OR6.0 PROBR REVOLUTION FIGHTERS**

- OR6.1 PROBR BERYL PHASER FIGHTER (BPF)
- OR6.2 PROBR FELDSPAR TORPEDO FIGHTER (FTF)

## OMEGA 5

**OR6.0 PROBR REVOLUTION FIGHTERS**

- OR6.1 PROBR BERYL PHASER FIGHTER (F)
- OR6.2 PROBR BERYL PHASER FIGHTER-A (BPFa)
- OR6.3 PROBR BERYL PHASER FIGHTER-B (BPFb)
- OR6.4 PROBR ADVANCED BERYL PHASER FIGHTER (ABPF)
- OR6.5 PROBR ADVANCED BERYL PHASER ELECTRONIC WARFARE FIGHTER (BPFE)
- OR6.6 PROBR FELDSPAR TORPEDO FIGHTER-A (FFa)
- OR6.7 PROBR FELDSPAR TORPEDO FIGHTER-B (FFb)
- OR6.8 PROBR ADVANCED FELDSPAR TORPEDO FIGHTER (AFTF)
- OR6.9 PROBR ADVANCED FELDSPAR TORPEDO FIGHTER-A (AFTFa)
- OR6.10 PROBR ADVANCED FELDSPAR TORPEDO FIGHTER-B (AFTFb)
- OR6.11 PROBR ADVANCED FELDSPAR TORPEDO ELECTRONIC WARFARE FIGHTER (AFTFe)
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